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Abstract: This study aims to examine the studies regarding In doped ZnO published in the Web of
Science database. A total of 777 articles were reached (31 March 2020). The articles were downloaded
for the bibliometric analysis and collected in a file. The file was uploaded to VOSViewer programme
in order to reveal the most used keywords, words in the abstracts, citation analyses, co-citation and
co-authorship and countries analyses of the articles. The results showed that the most used keywords
were “ZnO”, “photoluminescence”, “optical properties”, “thin films” and “doping”. These results
indicate that the articles mostly focus on some characteristics of In doped ZnO thin films such as
structural, optical and electrical features. When the distribution of the number of articles using the
keywords by year was searched, it was found that recent articles focus mainly on synthesis of In
doped ZnO film via chemical routes such as sol-gel and hydrothermal syntheses, and on ZnO-based
device applications such as solar cells and gas sensors. The most used keywords were also found
to be films, X-ray, glass substrate, X-ray Diffraction (XRD), spectra and layer. These results indicate
that the studies mostly focus on In doped ZnO thin films as transparent conductive oxide (TCO)
material used in device applications like solar cells. In this context, it was found that structural,
topographical, optical, electrical and magnetic properties of In doped ZnO films were characterized
in terms of defected structure or defect type, substrate temperature, film thickness and In doping
content. When the distribution of these words is shown on a year-by-year basis, it is evident that
more recent articles tend to focus both on efficiency and performance of In doped ZnO films as
TCO in solar cells, diodes and photoluminescence applications both on nanostructures, such as
nanoparticles, and nanorods for gas sensor applications. The results also indicated that Maldonado
and Asomoza were the most cited authors in this field. In addition, Major, Minami and Ozgur were
the most cited (co-citation) authors in this field. The most cited journals were found to be Thin
Solid Films, Journal of Materials Science Materials in Electronics and Journal of Applied Physics
and, more recently, Energy, Ceramics International, Applied Physics-A, Optik, Material Research
Express, ACS Applied Materials and Interfaces and Optical Materials. The most co-cited journals
were Applied Physics Letters, Thin Solid Films, Journal of Applied Physics, Physical Review B,
and Applied Surface Science. Lastly, the countries with the highest number of documents were China,
India, South Korea, USA and Japan. Consequently, it is suggested that future research needs to focus
more on synthesis and characterization with different growth techniques which make In doped ZnO
suitable for device applications, such as solar cells and diodes. In this context, this study may provide
valuable information to researchers for future studies on the topic.
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1. Introduction

Indium, whose abundance in earth is similar to silver, is one of the rare metals in the earth’s crust
and is nearly found as a trace element in other minerals. The importance of indium metal and its
salts in organic synthesis has been recognized due to the unusual carbon–carbon bond promotion
discovered in recent years, its rearrangement reactions and its performance in various beneficial
reactions [1,2]. Indium is a metal with a silver-white color and a low melting point, belonging to the
metal group, and it does not have the electronic structure of inert gases when it loses its outermost
orbital electrons. Therefore, indium is not reactive like typical metals. Compared with lead, it is
softer and malleable, but does not oxidize depending on the temperature [3,4]. Indium has also a very
special functional application because it is frequently used in semiconductor based devices, thermistors
and optical devices. This not only increases the popularity of indium, but also increases the need
for indium in these applications. In other words, due to the demand of companies operating in the
solar and wind sectors, as Hoffman et al. [5] mentioned in their studies, the demand for indium in
addition to tellurium, gallium, dysprosium and neodymium is expected to increase significantly in the
coming years. Considering the increasing energy need with the development of technology, it can
be concluded that an element that has the status of rare elements in the earth’s crust, like indium,
should be used carefully. Moreover, indium has been listed recently as a critical raw material (CRM)
by the European Union, due to its high supply risk and its high economic importance [6]. Indium
is mainly used as indium tin oxide (ITO), which is the transparent conductive oxide of choice in a
wide range of applications, from solar cells to LED panels. ITO’s main constituent is indium (ITO
contains approximately 78% indium), and therefore, researchers have focused recently on searching
for ITO-alternative materials for optoelectronic applications. Among the proposed alternatives, zinc
oxide steps forwards due to its unique properties such as its wide and direct band gap (≈3.3 eV), large
exciton binding energy (60 meV), highly transparency in visible range and low cost [7–9]. Additionally,
easy tunability of its morphology for the application type makes it a very suitable material for solar
cells, energy hydrogen conversion devices and sensors [10,11]. From studies on ZnO films, it can be
seen that pure ZnO thin films are not very stable during chemisorption and desorption of oxygen
due to variable surface conductance [12]. An efficient way to reduce this disadvantage is doping [13].
The properties of ZnO can be controlled by doping and thus tailored for the desired applications.
For example, although ZnO has natural n-type electrical conductivity associated with zinc interstitial
and oxygen deficiency, ZnO with p-type electrical conductivity can be obtained by doping with La and
As [14]. In reality, the growth of stable ZnO films with p-type conductivity is very difficult. Therefore,
it is important to determine suitable dopant materials before the experimental procedure. Feng and
Xia [15] found that although a large amount of dopants such as N, P, Sb, Co may be used to obtain
ZnO with p-type doping, it is difficult to obtain ZnO with stable p-type conductivity due to their low
solubility and deep level of acceptor characteristics. However, with the addition of arsenic to ZnO,
a complex acceptor (AsZn-2Vzn) with relatively high ionization energy (137 meV) is formed. Thus,
ZnO with stable p-type conductivity is obtained. Al, B, In, Ga are generally used to obtain n-type
degenerate electrical semiconductors [16], due to the increase of free electrons concentration. Therefore,
ZnO may be doped with several elements to achieve both n- and p-type conductivity. In order to reveal
the general research tendency in the study of ZnO, a bibliometric mapping analysis was performed.
Bibliometrics is an emerging cross-disciplinary analysis based on statistic and mathematic tools to map
the state of the art and the development in a given area of scientific knowledge [17–20]. It allows us
to identify essential information on a particular topic based on the analysis of citations, co-citations,
geographical distribution and word frequency, etc., revealing the current research situation and giving
insight into the future trends. In our study, the bibliometrics analysis (5439 articles were reached with
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keywords of (“dop*”) AND (ZnO OR “zinc oxide”)) was obtained by analyzing the articles published
in the last three years on doped ZnO and examining them in terms of the distribution of the most
frequently mentioned words in the abstracts. The results are reported in Figure 1.
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From Figure 1, it can be observed that the frequency of the words “film”, “performance”, “device”,
“electrode”, “power conversion efficiency”, “sensor”, “degradation” is high. This means that ZnO
has a very wide range of applications. Nevertheless, the bibliometric analysis evidenced high interest
towards Al doped ZnO (AZO), which is the most investigated ITO alternative, and In was selected in
this review as the ZnO dopant, because it has the advantage of less reactivity and higher oxidation
resistance than other additives of the same group [21]. Indium is, at present, listed among CRMs,
however its content in indium doped zinc oxide (IZO) is quite low with respect to ITO. It is well
known that the characteristics of ZnO depend both on the dopant content as well as on the growth
condition and the growth technique. In some studies, [22,23] the dopant was limited in the range of 4
at.%–5 at.% because at a further doping ratio, the deterioration of the ZnO crystal structure or higher
resistivity were found. Moreover, the electronegativity of foreign ions and standard electrode potentials
(SEP) also affect carrier suppression abilities [24]. In this context, considering the electronegativity
(1.78), standard electrode potential (−0.25 V) and ionic radius of indium (0.08 nm for In3+), In can
be considered as a suitable dopant for ZnO in applications requiring high conductivity and optical
transmission [25,26]. Therefore, in applications which require the use of indium doped tin oxide, the use
of indium doped ZnO films with same optoelectronic properties can strongly reduce the use of indium.
Shaheera et al. [27] grew In doped ZnO via the radio frequency (RF) sputtering technique and showed
that the samples analyzed in their study can be used in white light source and LED device applications.
In another study, Yu et al. [28] obtained oxygen defect rich In doped ZnO nanostructures by using a
facile solution method followed by an annealing process, and proved that the photocatalytic features
of ZnO improved as a result of In3+ addition into the ZnO. Bhatia and Verma [29] also investigated
the performance of In doped ZnO films obtained by the rapid sol-gel dip coating technique in gas
sensing application and showed that In doped ZnO films are good candidates for NO2 gas sensing
due to their quick response time of 65 s and a fast recovery time of 87 s. Kyaw et al. [30] used sol-gel
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coated indium doped ZnO films and investigated film performance in organic solar cell applications.
They obtained films with 5.54 × 10−1 Ωcm−1 resistivity and 80% optical transparency which exhibited
good performance as buffer layers in organic solar cell applications. In summary, as can be concluded
from the aforementioned discussion, In doped ZnO has been widely used for different applications.
Therefore, it is important to examine literature in detail for future studies. In our work, the studies
regarding indium doped ZnO published to date in the Web of Science database were analyzed by
the bibliometric analysis method. Some insights into the characteristics of IZO films are given and
discussed on the basis of data from literature. Therefore, since the current study covers important
studies about this subject and includes basic discussions, it will help researchers by providing a detailed
background to guide their work.

2. Materials and Methods

This study aims to examine the articles regarding In doped ZnO published in Web of Science
database. The keywords “indium dope*” OR “in dope*” OR “influence of in dope*” OR “influence of
indium dope*” OR “effect* of in dope*” OR “effect* of indium dope*” OR “addition of indium dope*”
OR “addition of In dope*” AND “ZnO*” OR “zinc oxide” were entered to the “topic” sections and 900
articles were reached (31 March 2020). The language was selected as “English” and document type
was fixed as “article”. Then, 777 articles were obtained for analysis. These articles were downloaded
as tab-delimited (Win format) for the bibliometric analysis (full record and cited references format).
The file was uploaded to VOSViewer programme in order to reveal the most used keywords, words
in the abstracts, citation analyses, co-citation and co-authorship in countries analyses in the articles.
The process of article selection is summarized in Figure 2.
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3. Results

In order to create a map based on text data for the most used keywords, co-occurrence analysis
was used and keywords were chosen by the selected authors. The minimum number of occurrences of
a keyword was set as five, and the number of keywords to be selected was automatically obtained as
70. The map created is illustrated in Figure 3.
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“ZnO” and “zinc oxide” are the most used keywords, as expected. These keywords were removed
from the map to highlight the other most used keywords, which are: ‘photoluminescence’ (f = 47),
“optical properties” (f = 44), “thin films” (f = 42) and “doping” (f = 38). Results indicate that the
publications mostly focus on some characteristics of In doped ZnO thin films such as structural, optical
and electrical features. Some of the studies related to In doped ZnO films grown by different techniques
were analyzed, and IZO main features were reported in Table 1.

Table 1. Comparison of In doped ZnO films grown by different techniques in terms of structural,
optical and electrical characteristics.

The Study
(As a Function of Increasing “In” Rate) Growth Technique Crystallite Size

(nm)
Optical Band Gap

(eV)
Resistivity

(Ωcm)

Filali et al. [31] Ultrasonic spray pyrolysis 26–28; 21–23 3.31; 3.27 -
Khalfallah et al. [32] RF magnetron sputtering 24.91; 31.06 3.27; 3.36 5.35 × 10−3

Thambidurai et al. [33] Sol-gel 22.4; 7.3 3.12; 3.23 7.98 × 10−3; 2.40 × 10−3

Benhaliliba et al. [34] Ultrasonic spray pyrolysis
technique 39; 24 3.18; 3.21 ~385; ~8.35

Benouis et al. [35] Spray pyrolysis 26; 55 3.28; 3.35 17 × 10−3; 6 × 10−3

Lee et al. [36] Pyrosol method ~49; ~62 – 1.3 × 10−2; 3.0 × 10-3

Silva-Lopez et al. [21] RF magnetron sputtering 16.4; 16.0 3.2 ± 0.1 2.9 ± 0.7 × 10−3

Rambu et al. [37] Thermal evaporation 29; 24 3.32; 3.38 4.12 × 10−3; 4.26
Tang et al. [38] MOCVD 38.2; 20.1 ~3.25; ~3.18 ~30; ~6 × 10−3

Jongthammanurak et al. [39] Ultrasonic spray pyrolysis
technique 18.7; 25.4 3.300; 3.293 0.521; 0.176
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According to the studies reported in Table 1, the characteristics of ZnO depend on both growth
technique and In doping content. In other words, ZnO, which is characterized by the hexagonal
wurtzite structure, may exhibit different characteristics due to defects such as zinc interstitials and
oxygen vacancies, which depend on the growth technique and growth parameters. Similar results
were found also by many other authors [40,41]. Therefore, it can be suggested that the evaluation of
ZnO’s characteristics should be made taking the growth technique into consideration. For example,
in the studies [31,34], which investigate the variations in the characteristics of ZnO grown onto glass
substrates by the ultrasonic spray pyrolysis technique as a function of In content, the authors found that
samples generally have (002) crystallographic direction along c-axis. This preferential crystallization
can be explained by the fact that the atoms have enough energy to spread to this region since the
direction of the hexagonal ZnO structure (002) requires the lowest surface energy, so it can be thought
that (002) orientation is the most optimal growth orientation for ZnO films [42–44]. On the other hand,
for films grown by the spray pyrolysis technique, Prasada Rao and Santhoshkumar [45] found a highly
oriented (100) ZnO crystallization. They explained this preferred orientation in terms of the amount of
ethanol percentage, which affects the films’ crystallinity, the orientation of the crystallites in the films
and the films’ morphology. The preferred orientation is explained in terms of nucleation and final
growth orientation, both of which result from the nucleation at the film/substrate interface [46]. Similar
interpretations were made by other researchers [47]. Other examples of the preferred orientation of
ZnO depending on solution chemistry or growth technique are reported below. Dimitrov et al. [48]
showed that if the solution is prepared by adding CH3COOH to the zinc ammonia precursor, ZnO with
the (002) orientation can be obtained, while ZnO with the (100) orientation can be obtained if the zinc
ammonia precursor is prepared with HNO3 or HCl. Additionally, it is possible to obtain ZnO films with
a (101) preferred orientation by using RF magnetron sputtering. In summary, it can be said that many
factors, such as substrate, heat treatment condition, solution chemistry, directly affect the crystallinity
and thus the preferred orientation of the samples [49]. The most probable causes of the three possible
orientations for ZnO are discussed above and presented to researchers as a preliminary information
for future studies. However, it should be noted that the variation in the preferred orientation affects
the properties of the samples. Therefore, it is very important to prepare ZnO to fit desirable purposes.
For example, the dark current of ZnO obtained by the solution-based spray pyrolysis technique with a
preferred orientation (100) displays a dark current smaller than (002) one [48]. In reference [48], authors
found that ZnO films with orientation (100) reach the maximum dark current five seconds earlier than
films with orientation (002), showing improved switching performances. Therefore, for researchers
who want to examine the sensitivity of ZnO to ammonia, ethanol, acetone and water vapors, it may be
suggested to grow ZnO films with preferred (100) orientation, which have much lower conductivity
and are sensitive to vapor-based changes. After discussing the changes in preferred orientation, it is
also necessary to mention the reasons for possible changes in peak intensity due to external doping.
Peak intensity varies depending on indium doping. Fluctuations in the (002) peak appear as the result
of deterioration of the crystal structure of ZnO due to In content. Defects induced by doping affect the
structural, morphological, optical, electrical and magnetic properties of ZnO [50,51]. From the studies
reported in Table 1, it can be observed that, in some cases, crystallite size increases with increasing
In content, while in others an opposite tendency is observed. The differences between them can be
summarized in terms of following possible reasons:

• Factors, such as increase in the density of ZnO grains, the presence of elastic stress, the presence
of In atoms as an interstitial atom in the ZnO crystal structure, lead to a decrease in the crystalline
size of ZnO [31,37,38].

• Generally, increasing crystallite size is linked with the ionic radii of the dopant and host ions.
That is, increased crystallite sizes are likely to occur frequently, especially when larger atoms
are used as the dopant. In this case, larger grains will be expected because hosted atoms with
larger size replace the Zn atoms in the lattice. Additionally, some researchers mentioned that the
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morphology of the samples varies because of particle agglomeration due to indium content and
therefore bigger particles were obtained [32,35,36,39,52].

It is known that In content and In dependent structural and morphological characteristics directly
affect ZnO’s optoelectronic properties. As stated in the study of Hamberg and Granqvist [53], band-gap
shift in a semiconductor is defined in terms of two competing mechanisms. The Burstein–Moss effect is
generally used to define band-gap widening in heavily doped semiconductors, while electron–electron
or electron–ion scattering is used for explaining band-gap narrowing [54,55]. The Burstein–Moss shift
effect can be described as follow [56]:

∆EBM
g =

}2

2m∗
(
3π2n

)2
(1)

where n and m∗ are the carrier concentration and effective mass, respectively. From this Equation, it is
possible to infer theoretically the Burstein-Moss shift, once known the carrier concentration. However,
when the ZnO matrix is occupied by an ion belonging to the IIIB family, the electron concentration in
ZnO increases. Similar to the study made by Cao et al. [55], the generation of free electrons in ZnO as a
result of In doping can be expressed by using the following equations:

ZnO↔ ZnO1−x +
x
2

O2(g) (2)

OO ↔
1
2

O2(g) + VO (3)

In Equation (2), ZnO1−x x term takes into account the neutral oxygen vacancies VO formed during
the growth process of ZnO based on Equation (3). These neutrally formed oxygen vacancies may be
singly ionized (V•O) or doubly ionized (V••O ), and are called paramagnetic and diamagnetic species,
respectively. The occurrence of an electron as a result of single or doubly ionizing process may be
described as follows [57]:

VO ↔ V•O + e′ (4)

VO ↔ V••O + 2e′ (5)

where e′ is the electron in the conduction band of ZnO. From Equations (2–5), an interpretation on how
to increase electron concentration in In doped ZnO can be made. Each Zn atom contributes 2/3 e′ to the
adjacent O or O vacancy to achieve ZnO with n-type electrical conductivity. In this condition, if the Zn
atom is substituted by In in the ZnO matrix, every In atom gives 3/3 e′ to the close O or O vacancy.
Therefore, electron concentration increases because of In impurities in ZnO. From the aforementioned
discussion, it can be concluded that if ZnO is doped with elements such as “In, Ga, Al Sn” belonging
to IIIB and IVB of the periodic table, these elements act as donors, while IA group elements like
Li act as acceptors. Therefore, the Burstein–Moss effect can be seen an effective way to explain the
band-gap widening effect in ZnO as a result of the presence of In impurities. As mentioned before,
the In addition-based defects level was mostly predicted using photoluminescence (PL) measurements.
Generally, two emission peaks were observed in the PL spectra of ZnO. A strong peak is located at
~383 nm, while the weak one is located at ~550 nm. The broad peak located in the range of 500–600 nm
can be associated with the non-stoichiometric intrinsic defects like zinc vacancies [58]. Moreover, there
is a significant change in PL spectra of ZnO because of In doping. According to S.Y. Lim et al.’s [59]
study, it can be observed that the intensity of UV emission is increased, while the peak shifts to higher
wavelength as a result of increasing In content. This variation in visible luminescence can be related to
defect induced emission resulting from increasing defect density. The broadening of the UV peak in PL
spectra as a result of the indium addition can also be attributed to the band tail effect, which can be
induced by indium impurities into the ZnO lattice.

It is well known that, in a transparent conductive oxide (TCO), the optical properties are strongly
correlated to the electrical conductivity and both should be optimized for optoelectronic applications.
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Therefore, it is necessary to investigate the changes in electrical properties of ZnO films in terms
of In content. This case is also seen in the cloud displayed in Figure 5. Additionally, in Figure 5,
frequently passing keywords that indicate electrical properties of indium doped ZnO films, such as
electrical property, device, carrier concentration, electrical resistivity and low resistivity, also indicate
the importance of indium doped zinc oxide films in device applications. Most studies indicate that In
doped ZnO films exhibit n-type electrical conductivity [60–62]. Additionally, the electrical conductivity
of ZnO varies depending on the In content. For example, the sheet resistance of ZnO thin films obtained
by Kumar et al. [63] by the chemical spray pyrolysis method was measured as 74 ohms/square and they
associated this low resistance with the high amount of zinc metal found in ZnO (Zn/O ratio was 1.77).
The electrical resistivity of ZnO films generally decreases with indium incorporation due to the increase
in free electron concentration. That is, a large number of indium atoms can ionize in the form of In3+

and replace Zn2+ in the ZnO crystal structure, thereby contributing one free electron from each indium
atom. The grain boundary scattering of electrons causes an increase in resistivity [22,61]. However,
at high In contents, In segregation may occur and an increase in IZO resistance is observed [64,65].
This case is generally due to the fact that not all indium atoms contribute to conductivity with a free
electron [66]. Additionally, similarly to Peng et al.’s study [67], increasing resistivity in higher indium
doping content can be linked with the segregation of indium atoms in non-crystalline regions on the
grain boundaries.

Table 2 compares the resistivity of In doped ZnO films obtained by different researchers with
different techniques. Based on this, the lowest resistivity value for IZO films were obtained with
the dc-reactive sputtering technique, while the highest resistivity value was obtained with the spray
pyrolysis technique. Additionally, the resistivity value is related to the carrier concentration. In this
sense, starting from the studies given in Table 2, it can be concluded that with the increase of In content
(considering the doping rates to be determined depending on the technique used), the concentration of
the electrical carrier increases and therefore the resistivity decreases.

Table 2. Comparison of resistivity of In doped ZnO films obtained by different techniques.

Sample Name Growing Tech. Doping Ratio (at%) Resistivity (Ωcm)

IZO 3 [68] Spray pyrolysis 3 3.48 × 10−2

IZO33 [69] Dip coating 0.33 1.48
(Zn1−xInx)O [70] Solid-state reaction 0.02 1.884 × 10−3

IZO-6 [71] Ultrasonic spray pyrolysis 4 5.7 × 10−3

In:ZnO [72] Spray Pyrolysis 2.5 1.77 × 10−2

ZnO:In [73] PLD - 10−1

IZO [54] Dc reactive co-sputtering 3.2 3.6 × 10−4

In:ZnO [74] Hydrothermal 0.55 1.5 × 10−2

ZnO-1 [75] Modified S-gun magnetron sputtering 6 1.08 × 10−3

ZnO:In [36] Pyrosol spray method 3 3 × 10−3

Additionally, some studies report on resistivity increases at high In content. For example,
Benouis et al. [35] found that IZO resistance tends to increase when In is higher than 2 at%, and that
possible structural disorders occur as a result of doping. The authors explained the degradation of the
electrical resistivity as due to the accumulation of In in indium hydroxide In(OH)3 forming at the grain
boundaries, and to the fact that chlorine functions as a trap for electrons [76]. In addition, similarly to
what occurs in other TCOs, by increasing film thickness, the concentration of charge carriers increases,
thus increasing the conductivity of the material and reducing its transparency. Therefore, an optimal
compromise must be acquired between optical transparency and electrical conductivity, with the
optical and electrical characteristics correlated with an inverse relationship. It would be preferable to
increase the thickness rather than increasing the doping level of a TCO, in order to decrease the sheet
resistance of the film while maintaining free carrier absorption as low as possible.

The effect of post deposition annealing on the optical and electrical properties of IZO films has
been investigated by several authors. For instance, Guo-Ping et al. [77] found that deposited IZO films
grown by RF sputtering have carrier concentrations in the range of 1019 cm−3, which increased up to
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4.37 × 1020 cm−3 with a 30 min annealing treatment at 450 ◦C in argon atmosphere. As a result of this,
they obtained IZO films with 2.5 × 10−3 Ωcm resistivity. Additionally, Barquinha et al. [78] found a
decrease of the electrical resistivity of IZO films upon annealing. However, there are many other works
reporting on the increase of IZO films resistance as a result of annealing [70]. Moreover, considering
the studies reported in Tables 1 and 2, it may be observed that samples grown with the same method
by different authors have different characteristics. Samples prepared by chemical synthesis may have
different precursor solutions and different dopant concentrations, which lead to different electrical
and optical properties. For films deposited by Physical Vapour Deposition techniques, several growth
parameters (sputtering pressure, oxygen partial pressure, substrate temperature, target to substrate
distance, RF or DC powers, magnetron, etc.) affect films’ performances. From the analyzed works,
we can summarize that best film performances are achieved generally by physical vapor deposition
(PVD) techniques. In addition, differences may also occur in ZnO-based devices. For example, diodes
fabricated in the same way may have different diode characteristics, due to different thicknesses of the
oxide layer in the metal semiconductor interface and/or due to the non-homogeneous distribution of
ZnO as the interface layer [79]. The above-mentioned discussion shows the variety of characteristics of
indium doped zinc oxide films, and analyzes the possible reasons, providing time-saving information
for guiding the researchers’ studies.

In doped ZnO studies began to grow in number in 2010, though the first study was published
on the Web of Science much earlier, in 1976. When the distribution of the number of articles using
the keywords by year is shown, it can be seen that recent articles focus mainly on the synthesis of In
doped ZnO film via different techniques such as sol-gel and the hydrothermal route, and on device
applications such as solar cell and gas sensors. The distribution of the number of the articles by years
is presented in Figure 4. The 2016 value in Figure 4 indicates the point of increase of the used-keyword
number in articles up to the present. From the analysis of the publications on In doped ZnO, we found
that IZO films are mostly used in diode applications, gas sensors and solar cells. Figure 4 shows the
emergence of studies on nanoparticles, nanorods and gas sensors in the last few years, together with the
advance of low-cost chemical routes such as hydrothermal, sol-gel and spray pyrolysis techniques. This
allows us to predict the trends in future studies which will be focused on IZO films and nanostructures
obtained by low-cost synthesis for gas sensor and optoelectronic applications.
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In order to create a map based on text data for the most used words in the abstracts of articles,
the Web of Science bibliographic database file was uploaded into the program. Subsequently, the abstract
and binary counting method was selected as the field. The minimum number of occurrences of a
term was set as 20 and the number of terms to be selected was automatically stated to be 98. The map
created from this is reported in Figure 5.
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Figure 5 shows three clusters, and the words “film” (f = 327) and “thin film” (f = 185) are the most
used words found in the abstracts. The most used words were also found to be: X-ray diffraction
(f = 146), glass substrate (f = 135), X-ray Diffraction (XRD) (f = 135), spectra (f = 131) and layer
(f = 128). From these results, it can be concluded that research on In doped ZnO generally focuses
on its synthesis and characterization in its thin film form. In addition, the high number of words:
glass, XRD, spectra and layer indicate that In-doped ZnO films are synthesized for use in different
applications and XRD and spectral techniques are often used for their characterization. On the contrary,
the frequency of the words “X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), atomic force microscopy (AFM),
Photoluminescence Spectroscopy (PL), energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDS)” was found to be
less than the others. Therefore, it is recommended that researchers use these analyses in their studies.
Considering that the size of the circles in Figure 5 depends on the frequency of the words in the
abstract, it can be concluded that research on nano-shapes regarding In-doped ZnO is limited in this
field. Additionally, the frequency of words such as “SEM”,” electron microscopy”, “nanostructure”,
“nanoparticle”, “nanorod”, “nanowire”, “morphology”, which indicate the analysis of different IZO
morphology, was 71, 70, 46, 68, 47, 41 and 121, respectively. Nevertheless, the ZnO nanostructures have
taken the lead in recent years thanks to advanced synthesis methods, and the number of publications
about ZnO nanostructures is lower in comparison with those on thin films, and the relationship of the
above mentioned words (SEM, nanoparticles, etc.) with the other keywords is weak, which explains
their relevance observed in the charts. Therefore, it is important for researchers to study this subject
to fill the gap in the field. Additionally, the words “device”, “layer” and “thickness” indicated that
In doped ZnO films have also been used in device applications as interlayer structures. Thus, it is
recommended that the authors concentrate on studies investigating the performance of nano-shaped
indium doped ZnO structures for device applications.

When the distribution of the most used words is shown on a year-by-year basis, it is evident
that more recent articles tend to focus on the efficiency and performance of In doped ZnO films as
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well as TCO in device applications such as solar cells, diodes and photoluminescence applications.
The distribution of the most used words in abstracts by year is presented in Figure 6. The 2014 value
in Figure 6 indicates the point of increase of the used-words number in abstracts up to the present.
Accordingly, the effect of nanoparticles, variation in crystallite size and morphology are the most
examined features of In doped ZnO films in aforementioned device applications.
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Figure 6. The distribution of the most used words in abstracts by year.

In order to create a map for most cited authors, citation analysis and authors were selected.
The minimum number of documents by a particular author was set as five and the minimum number
of citations of an author was determined as 10. The number of authors to be selected was automatically
obtained as 25. The map created is shown in Figure 7. This indicates that Maldonado (384 citations)
and Asomoza (286 citations) were the most cited authors in this field.
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Examining the reference analysis of Maldonado’s studies on Indium doped ZnO on Web of Science
database, it is observed that articles titled “Indium-doped ZnO thin films deposited by the sol-gel
technique [80]” and “Characterization of indium-doped zinc oxide films deposited by pyrolytic spray
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with different indium compounds as dopant [81]” have the most citations. Both studies were published
in the “Thin Solid Film” journal. Researchers can use these studies as a source for their studies.

In addition, the co-citation analysis and cited authors were selected. The minimum number of
citations of an author was set as 30 and the number of authors to be selected was automatically given
as 44. The map created is shown in Figure 8. The co-citation analysis shows us the most cited authors
in the reference list sections of the articles that were included in the analysis. It shows that Major
(99 citations), Minami (87 citations) and Ozgur (85 citations) are most co-cited authors in this field.
It can be said that these authors are leaders in the studies regarding In doped ZnO. Analyzing the
studies of these authors will contribute to researchers’ future studies on this subject.
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In order to create a map for most cited journals, the citation analysis and sources were selected.
The minimum number of documents of a source was set as five and the minimum number of citations
of a source was also set as five. The number of sources to be selected was automatically obtained as 43.
The map created from this is presented in Figure 9. Figure 9 shows that the most cited journals are
“Thin Solid Films (2434 citations, 49 documents), Sensors” and “Actuators B: Chemical (720 citations,
8 documents)” and “Applied Physics Letters (680 citations, 15 documents)”.

Examining the reference analysis of “Thin Solid Films” on Indium doped ZnO on the Web of
Science database, it is observed that articles titled “Zinc oxide thin films by the spray pyrolysis
method [82]” and “Highly Transparent and Conducting Indium-Doped Zinc-Oxide Films by Spray
Pyrolysis [83]” have the most citations. Both studies were published in the “Thin Solid Film” journal.
Researchers can use these studies as a source in their future studies.

In addition to the citation analysis stated in the Figure 9, the number of articles in journals was
also analyzed by years. Although the number of publications in “Thin Solid Film” is high, in recent
years this journal has lost its popularity in regards to publications on In doped ZnO. It is seen that
“Solar Energy”, “Ceramics International”, “Applied Physics-A”, “Optik”, “Material Research Express”,
“ACS Applied Materials and Interfaces”, and “Optical Materials” published more studies since 2016 to
the present. Therefore, it is suggested that these journals are preferred in future studies. The graph of
all these results is presented in Figure 10.
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In addition, the co-citation analysis and cited sources were selected. The minimum number
of citations of a source was set at 30 and the number of sources to be selected was automatically
stated to 127. Figure 11 shows the resulting map. It shows that the most co-cited journals are
“Applied Physics Letters” (2084 co-citations), “Thin Solid Films” (1624 co-citations), “Journal of
Applied Physics” (1400 co-citations), “Physical Review B” (975 co-citations), and “Applied Surface
Science” (626 co-citations). It is indicated that these journals are leaders in regards to their studies on
In doped ZnO.

When the citation analysis of the studies on indium doped ZnOs on the Web of Science database
in “Applied Physics Letters” is examined, it is seen that the studies named “Large and abrupt optical
band gap variation in In-doped ZnO [84]” and “ZnO nanowires and nanobelts: Shape selection and
thermodynamic modeling [85]” received more citations than the others. Authors may use these studies
as important bibliographic sources.
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In order to create a map for co-authorship in countries, co-authorship and countries were selected.
The minimum number of documents of a source of a country was adjusted as five and the minimum
number of citations from a country was stated as five. The number of countries to be selected
was automatically stated as 34. The created map is shown in Figure 12. Figure 12 shows that the
countries with the higher number of documents are China (Citations = 4105, Documents = 177),
India (Citations = 2104, Documents = 124), South Korea (Citations = 2268, Documents = 93), USA
(Citations = 1573, Documents = 69), Taiwan (Citations = 681, Documents = 40) and Japan (Citations = 676,
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According to the results, it is seen that China and India are the leading countries in this field, while
in Mexico, Australia, Austria, Ukraine, Thailand, Egypt, Belgium, Netherlands, Iraq and Morocco,
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the studies on indium doped ZnO are very few. In this context, it is recommended that these countries
collaborate with the leading countries in the field (China and India) to produce more publications.

4. Conclusions

In this study, a bibliometric analysis was conducted in order to reveal relationships between
concepts in keywords and abstracts, the most cited/co-cited authors, the most cited/co-cited journals
and the countries with the most academic studies in In doped ZnO studies. Results show that, apart
from the obvious most used keywords such as ZnO and zinc oxide, photoluminescence, optical
properties, thin films and doping are the other most used keywords. In addition, film, thin film, X-ray
diffraction, glass substrate, XRD, and spectra are the most used words found in the abstracts. When the
distribution of the words is searched on a year-by-year basis, it is evident that more recent articles tend
to focus on efficiency and performance of In doped ZnO films as TCO in device applications such as
solar cells, diodes, gas sensors and photoluminescence applications. The analysis of recent publications
also shows an increasing interest towards IZO nanostructures (nanoparticles, nanorods, etc.) obtained
by low cost chemical routes. Citation analysis reveals that Maldonado and Asomoza are the most cited
authors, and Major, Minami and Ozgur are the most co-cited authors in this field. Thin Solid Films,
Sensors and Actuators B: Chemical, Applied Physics Letters are the most cited journals and the most
co-cited journals are Applied Physics Letters, Thin Solid Films, Journal of Applied Physics, Physical
Review, Applied Surface Science. Finally, the countries with the highest number of documents are
China, India, South Korea, USA and Japan, respectively. Based on all of our results and literature
discussion, suggestions for authors are presented below:

• The studies mostly focus on some characteristics of In doped ZnO thin films such as structural,
optical and electrical features. It is suggested that authors also pay attention to studies on the
magnetic properties of ZnO. It is advised that the evaluation of ZnO’s characteristics should also
be made taking growth techniques into consideration.

• For researchers who want to examine the sensitivity of ZnO to ammonia, ethanol, acetone and
water vapors, it may be suggested to work with (100) directed ZnO films due to the fact that films
with (100) preferred orientation have much higher conductivity and higher sensing performance.

• Research on In doped ZnO generally focuses on its synthesis and characterization in its thin film
form. However, studies on In-doped ZnO nanostructures are limited. Therefore, it is important
for researchers to study this subject to fill the gap in the field.

• In doped ZnO films have been used in device applications as interlayer structures. Thus, it is
recommended that the authors should concentrate on studies investigating the performance of
non-shaped indium doped ZnO structures in device applications.

• Maldonado’s studies on Indium doped ZnO entitled "Indium-doped ZnO thin films deposited by
the sol-gel technique [63]” and “Characterization of indium-doped zinc oxide films deposited
by pyrolytic spray with different indium compounds as dopant [64]” have the most citations.
Researchers can use these studies and can also examine other works published in the same journal.

• The studies of Major, Minami and Ozgur could contribute to researchers’ future studies on this
subject. Researchers can use these studies as a relevant source in future studies.

• Articles entitled "Zinc oxide thin films by the spray pyrolysis method [65]” and “Highly Transparent
and Conducting Indium-Doped Zinc-Oxide Films by Spray Pyrolysis [66]” have more citations
than the others in Thin Solid Films. Researchers can use these studies as a source reference in
future studies.

• Applied Physics Letters, Thin Solid Films, Journal of Applied Physics, Physical
• Review, Applied Surface Science are leader journals with their studies on IZO. However,

Solar Energy, Ceramics International, Applied Physics-A, Optik, Material Research Express,
ACS Applied Materials and Interfaces, Optical Materials published more studies from 2016 to the
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present. Therefore, it is suggested that all these journals can contribute to the future study of the
researchers on this subject.

• The studies entitled “Large and abrupt optical band gap variation in In-doped ZnO [67]” and
“ZnO nanowires and nanobelts: Shape selection and thermodynamic modeling [68]” received
more citations than others in the Applied Physics Letters. Authors could use these studies as a
main source when writing a literature discussion in their future works.

• The countries with the highest number of documents on In doped ZnO are China, India, South
Korea, USA and Japan. Researchers working in this field can undertake post-doctoral studies in
the aforementioned countries. In addition, international projects can be produced by collaborating
with these countries.

• In Mexico, Australia, Austria, Ukraine, Thailand, Egypt, Belgium, Netherlands, Iraq and Morocco,
it is seen that the studies on indium doped ZnO are very few. It is recommended that these countries
collaborate with the leading countries in the field (China and India) to produce more publications.
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